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2Disclaimer

These slides and the accompanying oral presentation (the “Presentation”) have not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). If any person is in

any doubt as to the contents of this Presentation, they should seek independent advice from a person who is authorised for the purposes of FSMA and who specialises in advising in investments of this kind. The information

contained herein does not purport to cover all matters that may be relevant for the purposes of considering whether or not to make any prospective investment and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon

for, accounting, legal or tax advice. This Presentation is supplied to you solely for information.

The Presentation may contain forward-looking statements which are made in good faith and are based on current expectations or beliefs, as well as assumptions about future events. By their nature, forward-looking

statements are inherently predictive and speculative and involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that will occur in the future. These risks and uncertainties, and the impact

they have on the assumptions, forecasts and projections contained in the Presentation, could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. You should not place undue reliance

on these forward-looking statements, which are not a guarantee of future performance and are subject to factors that could cause the actual information to differ materially from those expressed or implied by these

statements, nor on this Presentation as a whole. Chesterfield Resources plc (“Chesterfield”) undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation, whether as a result of new

information, future events or otherwise. Nevertheless, this Presentation is subject to further verification, updating, revision and amendment and completion without notice.

The Presentation does not constitute a prospectus, an admission document, or listing particulars relating to Chesterfield. This Presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all the information that an investor

may desire to have in evaluating whether or not to make an investment in Chesterfield. Nothing in this Presentation shall constitute or form part of, and should not be relied upon in connection with, any offer or invitation to

sell, underwrite, acquire or solicit any other offer to purchase or subscribe for, shares or any other securities, nor may it or any part of it, or the fact of it being made available to any person, form the basis of or be relied upon

in connection with any contract. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information and opinions in this Presentation, or any assumptions made as to this Presentation’s completeness, accuracy or fairness. No

representation, warranty, assurance or undertaking, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions in this Presentation, by or on behalf of Chesterfield (including,

without limitation, its directors, officers, employees, partners, agents, representatives, members, affiliates and advisers) and (to the fullest extent permitted under law) no liability or responsibility is accepted by such persons

for: (i) the accuracy, fairness or completeness of any such information or opinion; or (ii) the use of this Presentation by recipients. The information in this presentation has not been independently verified.

The distribution of this Presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and therefore persons into whose possession this Presentation comes should inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions.

No information contained in this Presentation nor any copy of it may be viewed, taken, transmitted or distributed in or into any jurisdiction where to do so may lead to a breach of the law or any regulatory requirements. Any

failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of relevant local securities laws. Any person who receives this Presentation in violation of such restrictions should not act upon it and should return it to

Chesterfield immediately. The information contained in the Presentation is not intended to be viewed by, or distributed or passed on (directly or indirectly) to, and should not be acted upon by any class of person other those

to whom it may be lawfully distributed in the jurisdiction in which they are located (“Relevant Persons”). In the United Kingdom, this means (i) qualified investors (within the meaning of the Prospectus Directive 2003/71/EC)

and (ii) investment professionals falling within Article 19(5) and high net worth companies, unincorporated associations and partnerships and trustees of high value trusts falling within Article 49(2) respectively of the Financial

Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (or persons to whom it may otherwise be lawfully communicated) Persons other than Relevant Persons should not attend the Presentation or rely on or act

upon the matters communicated at the Presentation. By accepting the Presentation, you agree to be bound by these restrictions.

The Presentation and any further confidential information made available to any recipient, either orally or in writing, must be held in complete confidence and documents containing such information may not be reproduced,

used or disclosed without the prior written consent of Chesterfield. The Presentation shall not be copied, published, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part, to any other person, for any purpose at any time.

The information contained in the Presentation may qualify as “inside information” as defined in the Market Abuse Regulation (EU/596/2014) (“MAR”). It is a breach of MAR where a person possesses inside information and:

• uses that information by acquiring or disposing of, for its own account or for the account of a third party, directly or indirectly, financial instruments to which that information relates; or

• discloses that information to any other person, except where the disclosure is made in the normal exercise of an employment, a profession or duties.

Some or all of the information contained in the Presentation (and any other information which may be provided) may be inside information relating to the securities of Chesterfield within the meaning of the Criminal Justice Act

1993 (“CJA 1993”), as well as MAR.

Recipients of this information shall not disclose any of this information to another person or use this information or any other information to deal, or to recommend or induce another person to deal in the securities of

Chesterfield (or attempt to do so). Recipients of this information shall ensure that they comply or any person to whom they disclose any of this information complies with this paragraph, and also with MAR. The term “deal” is

to be construed in accordance with the CJA 1993 and with MAR. Recipients of the Presentation should not therefore deal in any way in ordinary shares in the capital of Chesterfield (“Ordinary Shares”) until the date of a

formal announcement by Chesterfield in connection with the acquisition described in the Presentation. Dealing in Ordinary Shares in advance of this date may result in civil and/or criminal liability



3Summary  

New exploration techniques, an active period ahead

• Chesterfield Resources is focused on building value through the discovery and development of copper 

deposits in Cyprus. Our 2018 drill programme also returned good gold results

• A dominant player: we have by far the largest land package of both greenfield and brownfield 

opportunities in Cyprus 

• World class geologists: we have assembled an unusually experienced exploration team from Tier 1 

copper mining companies 

• A key exploration advantage: we are undertaking the first modern large scale and systematic 

exploration programme in Cyprus, using modern techniques unavailable to historic explorers 

• Primed for growth: we are a low market cap early stage investment, and one of the few copper 

focussed plays on the London Exchange

• A Company led by investors: directors purchased their shares for cash at the same price as the 

other investors

• Busy period ahead: geophysics, target announcements, and drilling all coming up



4Team

Martin French 
Executive Chairman

• Over 30 years of experience in investment banking and mining 

• Previously at Merrill Lynch and country manager for Credit 

Lyonnais Securities Asia (CLSA) Asia 

• MD of North River Resources plc brownfield lead-zinc project 

through to bankable feasibility study and sourced a strategic 

funding partner

Mike Parker
Chief Operating Officer

• Over 30 years experience in mining and exploration

• 20 year career with First Quantum Minerals developing projects 

globally 

• Played a key role in two major copper discoveries, the Lonshi 

and Frontier mines containing over 3Mt Cu

• 50 years in exploration and mine geology 

• Previously 26 years at Rio Tinto including five as Exploration 

Manager Europe

• BSc Hons in Geology and a Chartered Engineer, Member of the 

Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining 

• Over 18 years of experience in investment banking and capital 

markets, with expertise in mining and oil and gas 

• Worked on numerous IPOs, fundraisings and restructurings

• Director of a number of TSX and LSE listing companies

David Cliff 
Non Executive Director

Peter Damouni
Non Executive Director

Team of eight UK and Cypriot Geologists in Country 



Corporate snapshot

Listing Standard List of the LSE

Ticker Symbol LSE: CHF

Shares Outstanding 61,933,334

Options 4,170,000

Series A warrants at 5p

Series B warrants at 10p

Series C warrants at 15p

5,200,000

13,000,000

13,333,322

Fully Diluted 97,836,656

52 Week Range 2.55 – 7.5p

Price 4.5p

Market Capitalisation* £2.8 million

Cash as at (30 June 2019) £1.3 million

Canada 40%

Europe 10% 

Retail Investors 

19% 

HNW Mining 

Investors 73%

5

UK 50% 

Directors 8%

Source: Company, London Stock Exchange

* As of market close 22 July 2019

Martin French    3,000,000 shares

Peter Damouni  1,533,000 shares

Dave Cliff              450,000 shares

Directors purchased shares at 5.0p & 7.5p for cash, alongside investors



6Why copper in Cyprus?

• Modern mining commenced in the 1920's with 

approximately 1.3 million tonnes of copper metal extracted 

in a 60-year period (source: Cyprus Mine Services) 

• Mavrovouni is the largest known deposit where 16.5 Mt at 

approximately 4.5% Cu was officially reported as extracted 

between 1929 and 1974. Other significant copper mines 

also operated in Cyprus

• Most copper mining ended in 1974 due to the Turkish 

invasion, not because of depletion

• Cyprus has seen only limited modern exploration. Mines 

were traditionally discovered through surface expressions. 

New discoveries are to be found under cover and at depth

• Cyprus is in the EU, has good infrastructure and mining 

regulations. Jurisdiction based on English Common Law

Copper mining ended in 1974 due to the Turkish invasion



7Geological setting at Troodos

• The sea floor rose to create the Troodos mountains, 

with VMS deposits formed 90m years ago

• Black smoker hydrothermal vents form massive 

“Cyprus style” sulphide mounds on the ocean floor, 

fed by mineralised feeder systems

• However, our understanding of Cyprus geology has 

evolved considerably since 1970s

• Rather than just searching for conventional sulphide 

mounds, Chesterfield is also focussed on identifying 

fault pathways and traps that could host ore formed 

beneath the ocean floor

• Potential for large scale discoveries, lense clusters 

and feeder zones

Opportunity for sizable discoveries undercover and at depth



Chesterfield’s permits cover the largest three mines in Cyprus

8Historical mines

• The largest three mines were:

─ Mavrovouni 16.5 m/t @ 4.5% Cu

─ Skouriotissa 34 m/t @ 2.5 to 0.43% Cu

─ Limni 8 m/t @ 1.11% 

• The region hosts widespread mineralisation 

dominated by copper with associated gold, silver 

and zinc

• With the exception of Skouriotissa, large scale 

copper mining ended in Cyprus in 1974 following 

the Turkish invasion 

• Historically near-mine exploration budgets were 

limited, and focussed only on surface expressions



9What we have achieved in the past 12 months

• Diamond drilled 3,096 m in 2018

• Applied for 19 new exploration licences to take our potential 

land holding up to 235km2 of some of the most prospective 

ground available in Cyprus 

• Significantly strengthened the senior technical team

• Formed an enthusiastic operations team of experienced 

Cypriot geologists and Camborne School of Mines graduates

• Completed remote sensing satellite survey of our entire land 

package

• Large archival data programme: assimilated numerous historic 

geological surveys and studies into our database 

• Extensive fieldwork: mapping, geochemistry and IP surveys

• Target development and final selection

• Search area reduction: sensible land management

Significant progress over the past 12 months since re-admission



10Growing footprint in Cyprus – Troodos West, North and South

Numerous Brownfields and Greenfields Prospective Targets 

2018

Six 100% owned permits

Applications covering 23 km2

2019

Twelve 100% owned permits 50 km2

Applications covering 186 km2

Total Area 235 km2

Limni OP Mine

8Mt @ 1.1% Cu

Skouriotissa

>10Mt @ 2.5% Cu

Kinousa UG Mine

228kt @ 2.88% Cu

Kinousa OP Mine

223kt @ 2.3% Cu

Agrokipia A

336kt @ 1.0% Cu

Mavrovouni 

16.5Mt @ 4.5% Cu

Agrokipia B

74kt @ 4.0% Cu

Troodos West
Troodos North

Discovery South



11Modern exploration techniques 

• Long hours in the archives: analysis of 

substantial historic data including:

− geophysics; magnetic, gravity and 

induced polarisation (IP)

− soil and stream samples 

− diamond drilling with results

• Structural geology: a fresh approach to 

faulting systems and traps in Cyprus

• Remote sensing: satellite survey has 

identified numerous faulting targets

• Field work is key: geochemistry is a major 

tool. Mapping and XRF

• Geophysics: IP survey completed. Mag drone 

survey planned 

• Emphasis on target development, disciplined 

ranking and prioritisation 

Remote Sensing

Geophysics Geochemistry

Detailed Mapping

Modern techniques used to rank and prioritise prospective areas



Advancing Targets and Opportunities 

12Targets and opportunity 

Troodos West

• Evlim – new drill target identified near the 

Limni mine and it’s satellite pit, Evloimeni

• Kinousa fault – juxtaposition of feeder 

zones and adjacent lavas with multiple 

mineralised targets on 15km strike length

Troodos North

• Agrokipia Brownfields mines cluster -

including Agrokipia B, an historical mine 

believed to contain high grade (non-

compliant) resources left in the ground

• Big Mine Brownfields cluster - extensions to 

Mavrovouni and Skouriotissa on favourable 

structural trends under investigation

• Greenfields zone on prospective volcanic 

units - vectoring underway

Discovery South

• Discovery South zone – newly defined 

prospective area on volcanic units with 

multiple mineralised occurrences



13Evlim drill target (Troodos West) 

Evlim is a drill ready target

• Target between two historic abandoned mines, the Evloimeni Pit 

and Limni pit (hence name ”Evlim”)

• Limni Pit produced and estimated 150,000 tonnes of copper  and 

closed in 1979

• Evloimeni Pit was also mined for copper 

− Q4 2018 Chesterfield drilled and discovered significant 

gold mineralisation underlying the mined pit: 

− 29.8m @ 1.10g (from 13.2m)

− 27.9m @ 0.97g (from 8.75m)

• Evidence that an extension to Evloimeni has faulted down with 

copper and gold continuing at depth under the basal cover

• An IP survey was conducted from June to July 2019 to test this  

theory (IP survey lines on satellite image to right)

1,000 meters

2019 IP Lines



14Evlim drill target (Troodos West) 

IP results coincide with historic copper intersection

• IP survey to test theory of 

downfaulted mine extension 

• Survey completed in July 2019. A 

positive result

• Section line 3: extent and size of the 

anomalies suggests considerable 

sulphide presence

• Section line 7: historic non-compliant 

hole (EW10) 0.8% Cu, 11m (from 

45m to 56m) 

• Encouraging correlation between the 

copper intersection from EW10 with 

the IP anomaly

• Target is being prepared for drilling

Section line 3

Section line 7



15Kinousa fault prospective targets (Troodos West) 

Kinousa Fault, 15km of targets on the hanging wall

• The Kinousa Fault is a 15 km structure with 

multiple historical mines occurring on two 

parallel trends 

• Geochemical samples with Cu, Au, Zn, 

anomalies. Focus on the hanging wall

• Chesterfield has spent a year working on 

mapping, sampling, geophysics and drilling  

to build a high quality database

• Good intelligence from geologists with 

experience of historic workings

• Kinousa South West is a strong focus. 

Other good targets are in development

• Drill permits granted 

Kinousa fault anomaly



16KinValley drill target (Troodos West) 

VMS target close to historic mine cluster

• At northern end of Kinousa fault in the 

hanging wall

• Interpreted as shallowly buried VMS 

deposit

• Second order graben preserved in 

favourable stratigraphy

• Same trend as cluster of historically 

mined VMS deposits

• Geochemical survey of 128 soil 

samples carried out on target area 

resulting in coincident copper 

anomaly

• Target is being prepared for drilling 



17Troodos North

Troodos North has Brownfield and Greenfield Prospects

• Troodos North is a historical copper and pyrites mining area 

due west of the capital Nicosia

• The Skouriotissa copper mine has produced 294kt of copper. 

Still some production via leach pads 

• The Troodos North region includes the Mavrovouni mine 

which produced nearly 750kt of copper until its closure in 

1974

• Chesterfield’s licences include prospective ground bordering 

the Skouriotissa mine and Mavrovouni mine

• Several targets under consideration

• Image to right: an example of an orebody trapped below the 

cover of lava



18Discovery South – an exciting new area

Nine prospects have been identified at Discovery South  

• Discovery South is an area south of the Troodos Mountains previously surveyed by the UN. Nine prospects 

have been identified by Chesterfield while archival data is currently being digitised

• Desk studies and intensive field work commenced in 3Q 2019

25 km



19Why invest in Chesterfield?

• Active phase of target selection, geophysics and drilling over the 

next few months

• Opportunity for sizable discoveries undercover and at depth

• Well funded for 2019 exploration programme  

• An unusually experienced world-class technical team: 

− Mike Parker; ex First Quantum, 20 year career

− Dave Cliff; ex Rio Tinto, Head of Exploration Europe

• An investor-led ambitious company 

• Structured for growth and the only entry-level copper play on LSE 

A very experienced technical team



Chesterfield is a low market cap pre-growth opportunity

20London Listed Copper Focused Companies 

Company Ticker Market Cap (£M)* Location

Asiamet Resources ARS 45.3 Indonesia 

Arc Minerals ARCM 34.0 Zambia

Metal Tiger MTR 20.1 Botswana

Chesterfield Resources CHF 2.8 Cyprus

* As of 22 July 2019



Martin French, Executive Chairman

E: martin@chesterfieldplc.com

Michael Parker, COO

E: michael.parker@chesterfieldplc.com

Peter Damouni, Director

E: peter@chesterfieldplc.com

T: +44 20 3004 0693

www.chesterfieldresourcesplc.com
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